Drum Tools

Drum Deheader
Safe and efficient, rugged precision cutting tool. Heavy forged construction and steel blade. “Non-sparking” model available.

- Model DDH - Drum Opener with Steel Blade
- Model DDHNS - Drum Opener with “Non-Sparking” Copper Blade
- Opens ANY standard size/gauge drum in minutes
- Fast and safe one-hand operation!
- Cuts cleanly so drum is safely re-usable as an all purpose container
- No cut or mashed fingers from chiseling
- Comfortable hand grip
- Replacement blades available
- Made in the U.S.A.

20½" long, 6½" wide. Shipping weight - 6 lb.

Drum Plug Wrench
Rugged tool, heavy cast construction – “Non-Sparking” alloy

- Model DPW - Drum Plug Wrench
- Open all the plugs illustrated and many others
- Triple the strength and hardness of aluminum
- Reduces the danger of sparking
- Offset handle protects hands during use
- Made in the U.S.A.

12" long. Shipping weight - 2 lb.

Information is available for these additional Tri Lite / Mars Products
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